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a b s t r a c t

The Belief Rule Base (BRB) is an expert system which can handle both qualitative and quantitative infor-
mation. One of the applications of the BRB is the Rule-base Inference Methodology using the Evidential
Reasoning approach (RIMER). Using the BRB, RIMER can handle different types of information under
uncertainty. However, there is a combinatorial explosion problem when there are too many attributes
and/or too many alternatives for each attribute in the BRB. Most current approaches are designed to
reduce the number of the alternatives for each attribute, where the rules are derived from physical sys-
tems and redundant in numbers. However, these approaches are not applicable when the rules are given
by experts and the BRB should not be oversized. A structure learning approach is proposed using Grey
Target (GT), Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), Isomap and Principle Component Analysis (PCA) respec-
tively, named as GT–RIMER, MDS–RIMER, Isomap–RIMER and PCA–RIMER. A case is studied to evaluate
the overall capability of an Armored System of Systems. The efficiency of the proposed approach is val-
idated by the case study results: the BRB is downsized using any of the four techniques, and PCA–RIMER
has shown excellent performance. Furthermore, the robustness of PCA–RIMER is further verified under
different conditions with varied number of attributes.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The Belief Rule Base (BRB) system is developed from the tradi-
tional IF–THEN rule base to represent different types of knowledge
under uncertainty [1–3], which is indispensable when analyzing
problems involving human decisions [4]. One of the most impor-
tant applications of the BRB is the RIMER approach [5–7], which
is short for the Rule-base Inference Methodology using the Eviden-
tial Reasoning. Using a BRB, RIMER is able to handle different kinds
of information under uncertainty, qualitative and/or quantitative,
linguistic and/or numerical, complete and/or incomplete. The
applications of RIMER include the Multiple Attribute Decision
Analysis (MADA) problem [8], group decision making [9,10], risk
analysis [11,12], trade-off analysis [13], pipeline leak detection
[14], military capability evaluation [15], etc.

However, when the BRB is applied in RIMER, it is required to
cover all the possible combinations of each alternative for each
attribute. This is, in fact, a combinatorial explosion problem [16]:
the size of the BRB would grow exponentially along with the in-
crease of the number of the attributes and/or the alternatives for
each attribute. Therefore, there is a pressing demand to downsize
the BRB.

From the perspective of its origination, the BRB is classified as
physical-model-based and expert-knowledge-based. For the phys-
ical-model-based BRB, the number of the attributes is fixed while
the alternatives for each attribute are changeable; for the expert-
knowledge-based BRB, only the attributes are changeable.

There are four parameters concerning the structure of a BRB:
the number of the attributes, the alternatives for each attribute,
the number of the scales and the alternatives of each scale in the
assessment result [17]. The first two parameters determine the size
of a BRB, which leads to two means to downsize a BRB. To down-
size a BRB by means of identifying either parameter is called the
structure learning of a BRB. Also, to identify the alternatives of each
attribute is called parameter learning of a BRB as well. Since the
four parameters are the most important feature of a BRB concern-
ing its structure, to perform structure and/or parameter learning is
to perform feature selection on a BRB.

Different techniques are applicable for feature selection in a
BRB. Zhou [18,19] used hidden Markov chain to model the correla-
tion between environmental variables and observable variables,
based on which a parameter learning approach was proposed;
Jiang [16] proposed a parameter model of Evidential Network
(EN) in which the Conditional Belief Function (CBF) and the BRB
model were combined, furthermore Jiang conducted the parameter
learning study within the framework of EN. Tsai [20,21] proposed a
rule mining algorithm in the presence of concept drift, and the idea
of feature extraction was demonstrated in a patient diagnose case
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study context when he managed to accurately discover the under-
lying governing rules [21]. Rule induction [22,23] mainly focused
on evaluating rules (of a BRB) so that the feature of the original rule
set could be completely extracted and preserved while the number
is considerably reduced. In fact there were over 40 measures in re-
lated literatures [24,25]. Suzuki [26] summarized that there was no
single universal measure for all rule set analysis. Back to the frame-
work of RIMER, Zhou [18,19] proposed the concept of ‘‘statistical
utility’’, which resembled the evaluation measure in the previously
introduced rule induction. Zhou used ‘‘statistical utility’’ (1) to rate
a rule, (2) to determine whether a rule should be kept by setting a
valve value for the ‘‘statistical utility’’, and (3) to learn what the
alternatives for each attribute really were.

There has been extensive research on the structure learning for
the physical-model-based BRB systems. Yang [27] proposed the
first generic BRB learning framework with an optimization model
for training the BRB systems. Xu [14] also proposed a training
methodology for the BRB systems and applied it in a pipeline leak
detection case study. Later more studies were carried out on learn-
ing and training the BRB either in a theoretical context and/or a
practical context [17,28]. Zhou argued that those optimization
models were all offline and locally optimal, which were not suit-
able for a dynamic fashion [29,30]. Therefore, Zhou [31,32] pro-
posed an online updating BRB approach, which did not require to
collect a complete set of data before training the BRB.

However, for the expert-knowledge-based BRB systems, these
approaches are no longer applicable. Because the alternatives for
each attribute are pre-set and fixed while the number of the attri-
butes is changeable. Therefore, another way is taken to solve this
problem: to reduce the number of the attributes. Numerous ap-
proaches and/or techniques can help to meet this challenge, of
which four techniques are applied in this study: the Grey Target
(GT) theory, the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS), the Isomap and
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA). MDS, Isomap and PCA
are all dimensionality reduction techniques. Along with GT, they
are all typical means for feature selection [33–36].

GT, as a non-statistical technique, is part of the Grey System
Method (GM) which was first introduced by Deng in early 1980s
[33]. Since then GT had become more and more popular in dealing
with problems that have partially unknown factors, or ‘‘grey’’
information [34,35]. Successful applications of GT include pattern
recognition, feature selection, technical assessment, etc. [37,38].
Compared with traditional statistical approaches, GT requires
much less information to estimate the behavior of the unknown
systems. The ‘‘approaching degree’’ [33] in GT is used to select
key attributes in this study.

MDS [39,40] and Isomap [41] are two nonlinear techniques for
dimensionality reduction. MDS [42] uses a ‘‘stress function’’ to
measure the geometric distances between the original high-
dimensional space and the transformed low-dimensional space,
which represents the quality of the mapping. Isomap [41] takes
consideration of the distribution of the neighboring datapoints by
preserving the pairwise geodesic distance between datapoints,
which is the distance between two points measured over the man-
ifold. The two techniques have become more and more poplar so
that there have been several computer-based packages [43]. It
should be noted that there are many other nonlinear dimensional-
ity reduction techniques, such as LLE [44] and kernel PCA [45].

PCA is the most representative linear dimensionality reduction
technique. PCA was commented as a ‘‘multivariable technique that
analyzes a data table in which observations are described by
several inter-correlated quantitative dependent variables’’ [46].
So far, PCA has become the most widely used and popular linear
dimensionality reduction technique [36], which is traditionally
used to extract condensed and representative information from
massive information [47,48]. The input of PCA can be either

statistical data or standardized experts’ knowledge. PCA requires
certain dependency on the attributes that forms the ‘‘data table’’:
the more dependent (less independent) the attributes (as input)
are, the better representative the principal components (as output)
are.

The dimensionality reduction approaches (including PCA as the
representative linear approach) are interrelated and even equiva-
lent in certain cases. For example, the earliest MDS used PCA to
analyze correlated data by treating them in the Euclidean distances
[49].

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. The RIMER
approach and the demand to downsize a BRB are introduced in
Section 2. The structure learning approach is proposed in Sections
3 and 4 using GT, MDS, Isomap and PCA respectively. In Section 5, a
case to evaluate the overall capability of an Armored System of
Systems is studied to validate the efficiency of the proposed ap-
proach. This study is concluded in Section 6.

2. Problem demonstration

RIMER [5–7] was proposed by Yang based on the evidence the-
ory [50,51]. RIMER consists of two parts, first building the BRB, and
then integrating the activated rules from the BRB using the ER
algorithm, as briefly introduced in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. When a
BRB is constructed, it is required to cover all the possible combina-
tions of each alternative for each attribute. When there are too
many attributes and/or too many alternatives for each attribute,
the size of a BRB would grow exponentially, which is a combinato-
rial explosion problem as demonstrated in Section 2.3.

2.1. Belief rule base

The BRB is applied in RIMER to reflect the system dynamics,
such as qualitative and/or quantitative, complete and/or incom-
plete, linguistic and/or numerical information. A BRB is comprised
of a series of belief rules. The kth rule is described as:

Rk : if Ak
1 ^ Ak

2 ^ � � � ^ Ak
M; thenfðD1;b1;kÞ; . . . ; ðDN ;bN;kÞg ð1Þ

where Ak
i ði ¼ 1; . . . ;M; k ¼ 1; . . . ; LÞ represents the status of the ith

attribute, M represents the number of the attributes, N represents
the number of the scales, L represents the number of the rules in
the BRB, bj,k represents the belief for the jth scale, Dj. The kth rule
is complete when

PN
j¼1bj;k ¼ 1, and the kth rule is incomplete whenPN

j¼1bj;k < 1.

2.2. Rules integration using the ER algorithm

2.2.1. Weights for activated rules
The activated weight for the kth rule is

xk ¼
hk
QM

i¼1 ak
i

� � �diPL
l¼1hl

QM
i¼1 al

i

� � �di
; and �bi ¼

di

maxi¼1;...;Mfdig
ð2Þ

where hk represents the comparative weight of the kth rule, di rep-
resents the weight of theith attributes in the kth rule, and ak repre-
sents the matching degree of the input with the kth rule. When
ak = 0,xk = 0, the kth rule is not activated.

2.2.2. Adjustments for belief distribution
When the input information is incomplete, certain adjustments

are made upon the belief distribution of each scale in the conclu-
sion part as following:

�blk ¼ blklk ð3Þ

where
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